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1. Revise 12.4.1.4 to read as follows:

12.4.1.4 Separate visible indicators and a common audible signal capable of being heard while
the engine is running and operable in all positions of the main switch except the off position
shall be provided to indicate the following conditions:

(1)* Battery failure or missing battery. Each controller shall be provided with a separate 
visible indicator for each battery. The battery failure signal shall initiate at no lower 
than two-thirds of battery nominal voltage rating (8.0 V dc on a 12 V dc system). 
Sensing shall be delayed to prevent nuisance signals. 

(2) Battery charger failure. Each controller shall be provided with a separate visible
indicator for battery charger failure and shall not require the audible signal for battery
charger failure.

(3) Low air or hydraulic pressure. Where air or hydraulic starting is provided (see 11.2.7
and 11.2.7.4), each pressure tank shall provide to the controller separate visible
indicators to indicate low pressure.

(4) System overpressure, for engines equipped with variable speed pressure limiting
controls, to actuate at 115 percent of set pressure.

(5) ECM selector switch in alternate ECM position (only for engines with ECM control).
(6)* Common alarm for fuel injection malfunction (only for engines with ECM control).
(7) Low fuel level. Signal at two-thirds tank capacity.
(8) Low air pressure (air-starting engine controllers only). The air supply container shall

be provided with a separate visible indicator to indicate low air pressure.
(9) Low engine temperature.
(10) Supervisory signal for interstitial space liquid intrusion.
(11) High cooling water temperature.
(12) Fuel maintenance needed if automatic fuel maintenance system is provided.

Substantiation:  The alarm “high cooling water temperature” incorrectly appears in two 
sections, 12.4.1.3 and 12.4.1.4, and specifies two values, 4 hours (12.4.1.5.1) and 24 hours 
(12.4.1.5.2), creating a conflict regarding the period of time for the alarm to be silenced. This 
alarm is strictly a Critical alarm and should not appear in the non-critical list in 12.4.1.4. 

Emergency Nature.  The standard contains an error or an omission that was overlooked during 
the regular revision process.  
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